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Abstract. A method of high resolution seismic velocity analysis 
for ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) records is applied to the 
study of the shallow oceanic crust, especially sedimentary and 
basement layers. This method is based on the direct z-p mapping 
and the r-sum inversion. We use data obtained from a 1989 
airgun-OBS experiment in the northern Yamato Basin, Japan 
Sea and derive P- and S-wave velocity functions that can be 
compared with the seismic reflection profiles. Using split-spread 
profile records, we obtain interface dips and true interval veloci- 
ties from the OBS data. These results show good agreement with 
the reflection profile records, the acoustic velocities of core 
samples, and sonic log profiles. We also present a method for 
estimating errors in the derived velocity functions by calculating 
covariance of the derived layers' thicknesses. The estimated 
depth errors are about 150 m at shallow depths, which is close to 
the seismic wavelength used. The high resolution of this method 
relies on accurate determination of shot positions by GPS, 
spatially dense seismic observations, and the use of unsaturated 
reflected waves arriving after the direct water wave that are 
observed on low-gain component records. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Dete rmina t ion  of  seismic velocity structure f rom 
ocean bo t tom seismometer  (OBS) records is com- 
monly  per fo rmed  using the intercept-slope me thod  
or  forward model ing using two-dimensional  ray 
tracing (e.g., Cerven~ et aL, 1977). Since these 
methods  work in the t ime-distance domain,  where 
refracted and reflected waves passing through shal- 
low parts o f  the oceanic crust often arrive after the 
direct  water  waves, it is difficult to de te rmine  in 
detail  shallow oceanic crust structures, especially 
sedimentary  and basement  layers. 

In recent years, researchers have developed 
methods  for seismic velocity analyses in the z-p 
( intercept t ime-rayl~arameter)  domain.  The advan- 
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tages of  analysis in the r-p domain  compared  to 
that  in the X - T  (distance-time) domain  have been 
shown by many  studies (e.g., Bessonova et al., 
1974; Henry  et al., 1980; Stoffa et al., 1981; Kappus  
et al., 1990). In the case o f  a. one-dimensional  
structure, one advantage is that  along each ray path 
the ray parameter  is constant  so that  each trace in 
the z-p domain  represents a different plane wave; 
difficulties caused by X - T  domain  triplications are 
avoided because r is a single-valued, monotonica l ly  
decreasing funct ion ofp .  Diebold  and Stoffa (1981) 
and Stoffa et al. (1981) presented the direct r - p  
m a p p i n g  and the r-sum inversion methods,  and 
hereafter,  we will call the velocity analysis consist- 
ing o f  these methods  the "z-p method":  

Seismic traces in the X - T  domain  are mapped  
into the r-p domain  by the slant stacking (e.g., 
Stoffa et aL, 1981). The mapping for discrete finite 
aper ture  data  is expressed by the summat ion  

N 

F(T,, pj) = 2 f ( z ,  + pjXk, Xk), (1) 
k=l 

where f ( l i ,  Xk) is the seismogram as a funct ion o f  
t ime, ti, at a station with range Xk and N is the 
number  o f  the seismic traces used in the mapping. 
The recursion which derives the veloci ty-depth 
funct ion f rom discretely sampled r-p data is the z- 
sum inversion which is defined as 

r(p2)/2 
h l - p22) 1,2 - 

i - I  

2 - p L 1 ) l %  
k = l  

z(pi + 1)/2 -- (2) 

h i =  (p~ _ p 2  I)1/2 

(i >__ 2) 

where hi is the thickness o f  a layer with a velocity o f  
1/pi (Diebold and Stoffa, 1981). Because these 
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equations assume that the source and receiver are 
located at the same depth, they need to be modified 
for OBS data. For the OBS data if  we measure 
depth from the seafloor, we have 

tz--1 
I:(pn) = 2 E (p2 _ p2),/Zh, + (cff-2 _2,1/2,. IJn ) rto, 

i=1 

(3) 

where h0 is the thickness of the sea water layer and 
Co is the P-wave velocity in the sea water. From 
Equation (3), we can see that Equation (2) can be 
used for the OBS data after replacing z(pi) in 
Equation (2) by 

z(Pi) - (Co 2 - PT)~/2ho, (4) 

(Nishizawa and Suyehiro, 1986). Milkereit et al. 
(1985) presented a method for the z-sum inversion 
in dipping planar structure. Diebold (1989) ex- 
tended their method, using marine split-spread 
profile data, for two-dimensional structures with 
many planar interfaces of arbitrary dip. 

The aim of the previous studies, which applied 
the z-p method to OBS data, was to construct initial 
velocity models for ray tracing. In these studies, the 
focus was on relatively deep structures and the fine- 
scale resolution of the results was not discussed in 
detail. The z-sum inversion method for identifying 
two-dimensional structure has not previously been 
applied to OBS data. In addition, recent techno- 
logic advances allow us to make spatially dense 
seismic observation using many OBS's, determine 
locations accurately using the Global Positioning 
System (GPS), and constantly increasing computer 
performance permits us to process the vast amount 
of  data generated by these experiments. In this 
paper, we reformulate the r-p method for OBS data 
to obtain high-resolution P- and S-wave velocity 
structures in oceanic crust, with special attention to 
defining sedimentary and basement layers, that can 
be compared to seismic reflection profiles. We also 
modify the z-p method to obtain two-dimensional 
structure from OBS data and present a method for 
quantitatively estimating errors in the z-p method. 

The z-p Method for OBS's: 1-D Structure 

1. P-WAVE VELOCITY STRUCTURE 

In this section, we present the z-p method for a 
structure with horizontally homogeneous layers 
(1-D structure). This assumption is valid when the 

seafloor around the OBS is relatively flat. First, we 
perform the direct z-p mapping. Second, discrete 
T-p data are obtained by digitizing (picking up) the 
trajectory of refracted and postcritical reflected 
waves from the z-p maps. Finally, a P-wave velo- 
city-depth function, V(d), is derived by the v-sum 
inversion using the z-p data. This procedure to 
obtain the V(d) function is basically the same as 
previous studies, however, we modify the proce- 
dure to provide higher resolution results. 

Following Stoffa et al. (1981), the direct z-p 
mapping of OBS data is performed by calculating 
either the semblance (Neidell and Taner, 1971) or 
the slowness stack. In the z-p mapping, semblance 
S(zi, pj) is defined as 

S ( z i ,  PJ) N , (5)  

NY,  ~ ( f ( z i  q- pjXk, Xk)) 2 
W k = l  

where W represents a time window centered about 
the linear X-T trajectory (Stoffff et al., 1981). Since 
the z-p trajectory is digitized from the z-p map and 
we use the discrete z-p data for the v-sum inversion 
after, digitizing the z-p trajectory, we can use the z-p 
maps by calculating either slowness stack or sem- 
blance, which means that the wave form in the z-p 
domain is not used for the inversion. We digitized 
the z-p trajectory from z-p maps transformed using 
semblance, since the z-p maps made using sem- 
blance exhibit high amplitudes for arrivals with 
even modest signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's) and 
suppress spatial aliasing. An additional reason to 
use semblance for the direct z-p mapping is because 
of the relatively low frequency and a small dynamic 
range of analog recording OBS data. 

Due to the small dynamic range per channel in 
analog recording OBS's, we usually use a low-gain 
vertical component, that can clearly record waves 
reflected from basement, at offsets up to 10 km to 
identify shallow structures and a high-gain vertical 
channel, suitable for recording high amplitude re- 
fracted waves, for 10 to 20 km to derive deeper 
structures for the direct z-p mapping. It is impor- 
tant that unsaturated reflected waves, arriving after 
the direct water wave and recorded on a low-gain 
component are used to permit the high resolution 
analysis. 

Accurate positioning of sources and OBS's is  
also important for producing z-p maps with high 
quality. The relative position between the source 
and  the OBS must be accurate enough for effective 
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slant stacking, therefore, GPS is used for ship 
navigation. The ship positions at which the con- 
trolled sources were fired is determined by interpo- 
lating the GPS fixes. In general, the accuracy in 
source positions is estimated to be about 20 m. The 
seafloor position of the OBS is determined using 
the direct water wave travel times for shots within 
10 km of the OBS. We estimate that this procedure 
allows us to locate the instrument positions to 
within a few tens of meters. 

In 1989, an airgun-OBS experiment was carried 
out in the northern Yamato Basin, Japan Sea (Shi- 
nohara et al., 1992). The data collected in this 
experiment are suited for the application of the T-p 
method. A 1000-in 3 airgun was shot every 150 m 
along an E-W profile over the OBS. The data were 
recorded by direct analog recording OBS's. After 
the cruise, the analog data were digitized using a 
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. Figure 1 shows 
seismic record sections in the X-T domain. The 
reflected waves from basement are clearly seen on 
the low-gain channel records (Figure 1 a), and the 
first arrivals can be seen at offsets to at least 20 km 
on the high-gain channel records (Figure lb). 
Figure 2 shows the same records mapped into the 
T-p domain using semblance with a window of 
0.1 s. The ~:-p maps were constructed by using 
the low-gain channel records (Figure l a) at offsets 
from 0 to 10 km to see the reflected waves from 
basement (Figure 2a). The other T-p maps were also 
constructed to enhance the deeply penetrating 
refracted waves (Figure 2b). The T-p maps in 
Figure 2b were transformed using the high-gain 
channel records (Figure 1 b) at offsets from 10 km to 
20 km. 

Figure 3 shows the discrete z-p data for the P- 
wave r-p trajectory of refracted and postcritical 
reflected waves. The r-p data were obtained by 
digitizing the T-p trajectory from the z-p maps 
shown in Figure 2. The r-p data labeled R 1 and R2 
were picked from the low-gain channel r-p map and 
the high-gain channel r-p map, respectively. We 
used the r-p data shown in Figure 3 for the r-sum 
inversion. Because we analyzed the eastward re- 
cords and the westward records separately, we ob- 
tained two series of T-p maps, which are shown in 
Figure 2, and two T-p datasets shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows P-wave V(d) functions (thin 
lines) derived from the digitized discrete r-p data 
shown in Figure 3. Our OBS was deployed at the 
same location as ODP Leg 128 Hole 794D. In 
Figure 5, our P-wave V(d) functions are compared 
to ODP Leg 128 Site 794 shipboard P-wave velo- 

city analyses of core samples and in situ velocities 
measurement by sonic logging (Shipboard Scientif- 
ic Party, 1990a, b). Although the wave length of 
data recorded by the OBS is about 1000 times 
greater than that used in core sample (50 kHz) or 
sonic logging (20 kHz) measurements, the velocity 
functions derived by the T-p method are similar to 
those obtained from the core samples and sonic 
logging. 

Conversion of these velocity functions into two 
way travel time, V(t) reveals a large increase in 
velocity from 1.7 to 4.5 km s -1 just below 0.75 s 
below the seafloor. Comparison between the V(t) 
functions and a seismic reflection profile across the 
OBS and the drill hole shows that this velocity 
increase corresponds to the observed acoustic base- 
ment at 4.5 s in the reflection profile (Figure 6) and 
drilled at ODP Site 794. 

2. S - W A V E  V E L O C I T Y  S T R U C T U R E  

There are several difficulties in deriving S-wave 
structures using the r-p method. Constraints arise 
from the fact that P- to S-wave or S- to P-wave 
conversion may occur at interfaces within the 
crust. Since we infer that these conversions are 
most effective at the sediment-basement interface, 
where the velocity contrast is large, it is difl}~cult to 
derive the S-wave velocity structure in sedimen- 
tary layers due to the principle of the t-sum inver- 
sion method. 

In its original, simple form, the z-sum inversion 
method assumes that the velocity function always 
increases with depth. The r-sum inversion method 
for S-wave structure is carried out under the as- 
sumption that the S-wave velocity just below the 
top of basement is greater than P-wave velocity in 
the sedimentary layers. If the opposite is true, the 
thickness of first derived layer in the S-wave struc- 
ture is thinner than its true thickness; errors in the 
depths of the S-wave velocities become large. A 
phase which propagates as a P-wave in sedimentary 
layers and an S-wave in the igneous crust (PSP 
phase) must be observed to allow for the T-surf 
inversion of S-wave structures (Figure 7). Because 
the PSP phase propagates as a P-wave in the sedi- 
mentary layers, the r-sum inversion can be per- 
formed without S-wave velocities in sedimentary 
layers as initial values for the inversion. 

After the trajectory of a PSP phase is picked 
from the direct z-p map, an S-wave V(d) function is 
derived by Equation (2). However, z(pi) of  Equa- 
tion (2) must be replaced by 
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Fig. 3. Discrete ~-p data obtained by digitizing (picking up) the P-wave ~-p trajectories of refracted and postcritical reflected waves in 
Figure 2. The ~-p data labeled R 1 and R2 were obtained from the low-gain channel x-p maps (Figure 2a) and the high-gain channel z-p 
maps (Figure 2b), respectively. The z-p data R2 are essential for determining deeper structures. The two z-p datasets; one was derived 

from the eastward records (right) and the other was derived from the westward records (left), are shown. 
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Fig. 4. P-wave (thin lines) and S-wave (thick lines) velocity 
functions of depth obtained for the profile on either side of the 
OBS shown in Figure 1. Solid and dashed lines are derived from 
the eastward and westward records, respectively. Depth is mea- 
sured from the seafloor. S-wave velocity functions with veloci- 

ties greater than the sediment P-wave velocity are obtained. 

r(Pi) - (Co 2 - pZ)l/Zh0 - 2 ~ (cj -2 nz~]/zh - , ~ , ,  ,2, (6) 
j = l  

where m is the number of sedimentary layers and cj 
is the P-wave velocity of j - th  sediment layer. 

In the 1989 airgun-OBS experiment, PSP phases 
were observed in the same OBS (Figure lb). Figure 
8 shows the r-p maps using semblance with a 
window of 0.1 s. The r-p maps were constructed by 
using the high-gain channel records (Figure lb) at 
offsets from 5 to 15 km to enhance the PSP phases. 
Figure 9 shows the discrete z-p data obtained by 
digitizing the PSP-phase z-p trajectory. 

The S-wave V(d) functions, derived using the z- 
p data in Figure 9, are shown in Figure 4 (thick 
lines). The S-wave V(d) functions start just beneath 
the top of basement due to the assumption dis- 
cussed above. We modeled the sediment as a layer 
(m = 1) of 0.57 km thick with a P-wave velocity of 
1.81 km s -1. This model is based on the P-wave 
V(d) functions also derived by the z-p method (thin 
lines, Figure 4). 

The z-p Method for OBS's: 2-D Structure 

The 1-D structure derived by the z-p method as- 
sumes a stack of homogeneous layers. When dip- 
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram showing the PSP phase ray path, which is often observed on OBS seismograms and is convenient for the 
z-sum inversion to obtain S-wave velocity functions. 

ping interfaces separate the homogeneous layers, w e  
can use two V(d) functions derived from records 
from either side of the OBS using the z-p method 
described in the previous section (Figure 4, east side- 
E, west side-W) to determine layer dips. Differences 
between the two V(d) functions are inferred to 
represent the dip of the interface. Because the east- 
ward V(d) function indicates higher velocity than 
that on the west for the same depth ( > 1 km, Figure 
4), the interface dips to the west. 

If we assume that lateral inhomogeneities exist 
only in the form of the dipping interfaces between 
homogeneous layers, we can quantitatively esti- 
mate interface dips and layer velocities from the 
split-spread profile records. The notations we will 
use in this section are the same as those presented 
in Diebold (1989). During OBS profiling, the OBS 
remains in a fixed position while the source moves 
from one side of the OBS to the other. We define 
the negative (Pa) and positive (Pb) ray parameters 
to represent either side of the OBS. When dipping 
layers are encountered the observed ray parame- 
ters, pa and Pb, are not coincident for a given 
intercept time, z. True velocities, layer thicknesses 
and interface dips are determined from the top 
down using z(p~) and Z(Pb) picks. First, true veloci- 
ties and dips are obtained, and then layer thick- 
nesses are determined by the r-sum recursion 
(Diebold, 1989). 

We modify Diebold's method for the geometry 
of OBS profiling under the assumption that a velo- 
city of the layer just beneath the seafloor is the same 
as that of  sea water. We see that the inversion 
procedure for 2-D structure can be used ]'or OBS 
data after replacing r(Pa) and Z(Pb) of Diebold 
(1989) by 

r~*(po) = r ( p o )  - Z 0 ( u o  2 - ( p a ) b  ~/~ "[ 
(7 )  

z~(Pb)  = r (Pb)  -- Zo(~/o 2 (pb)2) 1/2 J ' 

where Z0 and u0 represent the water depth and the sea 
water P-wave velocity, respectively; i.e., reduce r to 
the seafloor. BecausePa andPb are different in the case 
that both r(pa) and r(pb) are coincident, T*(pa) and 
r~(Pb), which are calculated using Equations (7) 
become different. Therefore, for this inversion proce- 
dure requires re-picking r*(pa) and r~(Pb), with 
r*(Pa) = z~(Pb). We calculate a new set ofz*(p~) and 
r~(Pb) using interpolation. After this procedure, dips 
and velocities of layers are derived by the first 
inversion step. Finally, layer thicknesses can be 
calculated using Equations (13) in Diebold (1989). 

The dips and true velocities derived fi-om the 
same OBS records in the previous examples are 
shown in Figure 10. The angle is measured counter- 
clockwise from the horizontal viewed from the 
south, i.e., positive angles dip to the west. The true 
velocity is between those derived from either side 
of the profile. The sedimentary layers are nearly 
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The dip angle is measured counterclockwise from the horizon looking from the south. The sedimentary layers exhibit little dip and the 

basement layer dips 5 ° to the west. A true velocity just below the top of acoustic basement is estimated to be about 4.5 km s -1. 

horizontal and the basement layer dips 5 ° to the 
west. Large scatter in the dips at the top of the 
basement layer suggest large errors in the angle 
estimates. We also notice in Figure 10 that there is 
some deviation from linearity for the interface 
within the 0-10 or 15 km offset range. 

Error Estimation of the r-Sum Inversion 

Few studies have quantitatively estimated ,errors in 
V(d) functions derived by the z-sum inversion. 
Since the depth estimate obtained by the v-sum 
inversion method (Equations (2)) is a linear corn- 
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bination of r data, it is straightforward to derive a 
covariance matrix in terms of a covariance matrix of 
r. Assuming that an observed zj of given pj has a 
variance of a~ and is statistically independent of zg 
for k ~ j ,  we can estimate the errors in the V(d)  
function by calculating the covariance matrix. The 
depth of a layer with a velocity of 1 ~Pro is expressed by 

m - I  

din-1 = S hj, ( 8 )  
j = l  

where hj is the thickness of the j - th  layer. To 
estimate the error in dm-  1, we calculate variance of 
d~- l ,  aL_ ,, as 

m - 1  m - I  m - I  

a~._, = Y~ coy[hi, hi] + 2 Y, Y~ cov[hs, h/], 
j = l  j = l  j'>'j 

(9) 

where cov [X, Y] represents covariance o f X a n d  Y. 
From Equation (2), the first term of Equation (9) is 
expressed by 

2 
cov[hl, h,] G~ 4qz2(p0 

1 
c°v[hs' hsl 4q}(pj+l) 

j - 1  

× 17~j+,2 + ~ 4q2(pj+l) 
k = l  

× cov[hk, h~] } (j _> 2), 

(10)  

with 

q (pj) = (p},  _ p } ) , , 2  (11) 

and Gj being a measurement error o f the j - th  data of 
z. The second term of Equation (9) is expressed by 

1 
coy [hi, hj,] = 4qj(pj + l)qj'(Pj' + 1) 

× 2 4qk(Pj+l)qm(Pj'+l)CoV[hk, hm] 
m = l  

j - l  } 
-- ~ 2qk(Pj+l)COV['Cj'+l, hk] , 

k = l  

(12) 

(j > j '  + 1), 
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Fig. 11. Estimated errors in the P-wave V(d) function derived by 
the z-sum inversion of the records of the east side of the OBS 
(Figure 2). Length of the single-sided error bars corresponds to 
1 c. The depth errors are a few hundred meters in the shallow 
section and 300 ~ 500 m in the deeper parts. The depth errors 
where velocity increases rapidly are large (i.e., top of basement), 

but then decrease with increasing velocity. 

where cov[z., hk] (j' + 1 is replaced by n) is calcu- 
lated as follows; 

cov[z,, hk] = 0 (k _> 1) 

C O Y  [~ 'n ,  hk] 

l k - 1  

- Y~ 2qj(Pk+ 1) 
2qk(Pk + 1) j =, - ,  

• ( 1 3 )  
× COV[rk_,,hj] (n <_k, n >_2) 

a2~+, 
cov[zn, hk] = (n = k + 1) 

2q~(Pk + 1) 

cov[r , ,  hk] = 0 (n >_ k + 2) 

We can evaluate the error in depth estimates using 
Equations (9) through (13). 

Estimated errors in the P-wave velocity function 
(Figure 4, east side) are shown in Figure 11. The 
magnitude of all measurement errors in z(G) are 
assumed to be 0.05 s. The z-p data used for estimat- 
ing errors were more sparsely picked from the P- 
wave z-p trajectory of  Figure 2 than those used to 
derive the velocity structure due to computer  per- 
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formance restrictions. The estimated errors in depths 
are a few hundred meters at shallow depths and 
300 ~ 500 m in the deeper crust. At depths greater 
than 1 kin, the accuracy of V(d) function decreases 
slightly. In interpreting Figure 11, one should bear in 
mind that the depth errors where velocity increases 
rapidly will be large (e.g., at the sediment basement 
interface), and if one misreads a part of the r-p 
trajectory, the corresponding errors become large. 
These effects, however, are localized and have little 
affect on depth estimates for larger velocities. 

Conclusions 

The Z-p method is useful for high resolution analysis of 
OBS records to determine the seismic velocity struc- 
ture in shallow oceanic crust. The derived V(d) 
functions are consistent with velocities of both core 
samples and sonic logs at the ODP holes in the vicinity 
of the OBS. The derived P- and S-wave velocity 
functions also agree with coincident seismic reflection 
profile data and rapid velocity increases corresponds 
to observed reflectors. We also obtain interface dip 
angles and true velocities in each layer by using split- 
spread profile records. In addition, we developed the 
method to estimate depth errors in the velocity func- 
tions. The estimated errors of the derived V(d) func- 
tion in shallow crust are comparable to the seismic 
source wave length of 150 m, indicating that the "c-p 
method is a method with approximately three times 
higher resolution in comparison with conventional 
OBS velocity analysis methods for shallow oceanic 
crust. The higher resolution depends on accurate 
positioning of shots determined by GPS, spatially 
dense seismic observations and the use of unsaturated 
reflected waves that arrive after the direct water wave 
observed on low-gain component records. Improved 
higher quality seismic observations depend upon the 
development of OBS's with increased sensitivity and a 
wider dynamic range. The r-p method has computa- 
tional and interpretational advantages and leads di- 
rectly to a detailed velocity function versus depth. Use 
of seismic sources that produce a higher frequency 
seismic wave (e.g., watergun) and digital OBS's with 
wider dynamic ranges will allow us to obtain higher 
resolution V(d) function. Increasing the spatial den- 
sity of accurately positioned observation will also help 
to provide higher resolution V(d) function for OBS 
records. Results with up to four times higher resolu- 
tion than previous results can be obtained by using 
waterguns that produce a seismic source with a domi- 
nant frequency of about 40 Hz instead of airguns. 
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